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• **Stakeholder suggestions for TEAC and SRRTEP Information**
  – Details requested may involve CEII and confidential information – PJM working to develop systems/processes to allow promulgation of certain information

• **Structure of required posting undergoing changes**
  – Supplemental projects postings, presentations, reviews to be guided by FERC direction

• **PJM reviewing additional information availability**
  – Some information not needed for evaluation by stakeholders under the PJM process (e.g. maintenance records)
TEAC and SRRTEP Information Challenges

- Requests for detailed information
- Requests for additional simulations
- Critical Electric Infrastructure Information (CEII)
- Confidential Information
TEAC and SRRTEP Information Challenges

• PJM looking at putting in place new communications
  – Planning Community now available and we are looking to expand its use
• Education
  – Some questions appear to come from the need for additional education
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